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Oracle 
Melusina, Life Centres of the Goddess 

Fellowship of Isis Liturgy by Olivia Robertson  
Music of the Spheres 

Ritual no. 9 
 

ORACLE OF THE GODDESS MAYA THROUGH HER PRIESTESS 

Priestess: (Invocation) Divine Maya, Goddess Whose Body shines like a copper 
sun across limitless space, bring us beauty and immortality.  

Oracle: Beauty is immortal and those who love beauty bring their souls to 
spiritual rebirth. The music of the stars echoes in every atom of your bodies. 
When your body, soul and spirit are in harmony with the heavens, you yourselves 
become part of the symphony of eternal life. Eternal life is not a continuation of 
restless activity, whether of thought or feeling. It is not an endless plodding round 
the cyclic aeons. Everlasting life brings deep peace as well as movement; 
darkness as well as light; and silence as well as sound.  

Follow then the practice of the stars if you would find the still centre of the Great 
Spirit within yourselves. Stars start as swirling dust and grow and become 
mighty: but when the time comes, they enter the abyss of My darkness and are 
reborn in another sphere. So seek deep sleep, because in that sleep you awaken 
into other spheres of being.  

The mystery of Time is that there are many times and spaces, and as you grow 
in experience and wisdom, you will learn to enjoy these many-faceted heavens. 
For time is not a continuance, a progression, a ladder. Rather it is a spiral, and 
each twist of the spiral forms a different Space-Time Heaven. And yet all these 
Space-Time Heavens are one in infinity. Therefore strike a note in one sphere, 
and you resonate with other space-time spheres. You will experience these 
simultaneously in your various psychic and spiritual "bodies".  

You can teach this even to a child. Fold a piece of paper many times, say 
thirteen. Pierce these folds with a pin. This is the action of the first creative 
cause, Time. Now flatten out your piece of paper and you will see thirteen holes 
in different parts of your paper. The paper may be termed 'space'. In a mystical 
experience of Eternal Reality, you are in the centre of the folded paper, 
experiencing the action of the piercing pin thrusting through space. So you 
experience your myriad incarnations simultaneously, in widened consciousness.  

Therefore do not travel through your lives in pursuit of spiritual progress in a 
linear way, plucking your life's music note by note. Rather enter into the core of 
your being, wherein dwell Love, Beauty and Truth. Then you will gain control 
over your whole life, and you will pluck your strings in beautiful chords high and 
low! So will you be in harmony with the music of the stars.  
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Editorial  

The Fire of Kundalini 
By Lawrence Durdin-Robertson 
Fellowship of Isis Co-Founder 

 
Regarding the deeper Mysteries, the Goddess gives a Power known in many 
different religions by many different names. Perhaps the name most familiar to us 
is one of Eastern Indian origin: Kundalini. A description of this power is given by 
Bishop Leadbeater. First, he stresses that in all Indian Literature Kundalini is 
referred to as “She”. He writes as follows: 
 
“Kundalini plays a much larger part in daily life than most of us have hitherto 
supposed; there is far gentler manifestations which is doing its appointed work 
day and night while we are entirely unconscious of its presence and activity.” 
 
Concerning the more powerful manifestations of Kundalini, the following are 
some descriptions which I have gathered from various sources: 
 
“The stronger effects of Kundalini are experienced only when the appropriate 
stage of ethical growth has been reached; this is necessary in order that the 
emotions the intellect and the body may be capable of adapting to these 
manifestations. Some of the workings of Kundalini may be felt physically, either 
as a dull glow or a stronger burning sensation; sometimes there is a feeling of 
tingling of different degrees of intensity. Occasionally there may be felt an electric 
shock of immense violence. Kundalini may also greatly increase a person’s 
sensitivity and powers of intuition and imagination. Another accompanying effect 
is the powerful stimulation of amourous passions. There is also an unusual 
degree of awareness coupled with intense activity of all the mental faculties. 
When manifesting powerfully Kundalini also produces paranormal perception and 
added psychic powers; according to Leadbeater these include the ability to 
communicate with beings of other worlds, especially those of the lower realms 
where the density of Kundalini is greatest. As Leadbeater describes it, those who 
are in the process of adapting to the manifestations of Kundalni feel as though in 
the grip of and at the mercy of “a tremendous force”. 
 
I should now like to turn to a description of Kundalini in her more personal 
aspect. Some of you may remember a book, first published about forty years 
ago, called “Bengal Lancer”; it was written by an officer named Yeats-Brown. In 
this book he records some of his strange experiences in India. Among these is 
an encounter with an Indian priestess or yogini by name Hastini. 
 
“ ‘Come, Sahib, you are cold.’ 
 
“She drew her arm through mine, and we returned to the hut. The glow of her 
body warmed me through and through. 
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“A curious comprehension seemed to link us, but whatever this understanding 
was, she was its mistress as she was its begetter: she could make me burn or 
freeze, but I did not feel that I had any effect on her. 
 
“She began to speak of that serpent-lore of the Tantriks which is at once so 
mystical and so material that it boggles the Western mind. 
“ ‘The goddess Kundalini is more subtle than the fibre of the lotus’, she said, ‘ … 
curled three-and-a-half times round Herself … Then She uncoils Herself, and 
raises Her head, and enters the royal road of the spine, piercing the mystic 
centres, until she reaches the brain. These things are not to be understood in a 
day … then … you taste Her nectar, and know that She is Life …’ 
 
“Hastini held me as if I had been entranced. I could not take my eyes from hers: 
they were my gates of pearl …” 
 
And so it is that, for the devotee of the Goddess, the question is not, “How can I 
get religious experience?”; it is, rather, “How can I deal with the immense forces 
involved - the great Cosmic Power which the Goddess begins to unleash? How 
will I use this force for good in my every day life, when it comes? 
 

_________________________________ 
 

Daily Attunement Times & FOI Daily Prayer 
 
 

FOI Worldwide Daily Attunement Times 
6:30 to 8:30 every morning and evening. 

 
Members may tune in at any point during these times, twice daily. The flame of 
the Hearth of the Goddess, as originally conceived by the three FOI Co-
Founders, has spread to hearths and shrines throughout the world. So many 
gifted Members daily tend their private hearths, shrines and altars with due 
reverence to this Divine purpose. Let us join together, by attunement in 
meditation, ritual and prayer – as this sacred Flame burns within our hearts, let it 
lead us to the Divine Inspiration of the Goddess – as we tend the flames of Her 
hearth in our homes, in loving memory of our past, enjoyment of our present 
being, and with rich anticipation of a sacred path we create for our future. 

Daily Prayer of the Fellowship of Isis (for morning and evening) 

Be still and relaxed and surround yourself with light. 

Holy Goddess Isis, Mother of all beings, come to our hearts. Grant us, Thy 
children, Love and Joy, Wisdom and Abundance. We offer Thee our loving care 
for all who are born of Thee. 
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Announcements  
   

What You Can Do: 
FOI Daily Prayer 

 
Isian News Staff Members 

 
Many members have asked, “What can I do?” There is a simple thing every FOI 
member can perform each day: saying the FOI Daily Prayer. Olivia used this 
prayer twice daily in the Temple of Isis at Clonegal Castle. She suggested 
attunement times by members at some point between 6:30 – 8:30 morning and 
evening in their own time zone. 
 
“When we attune ourselves beyond our physical sense at dawn and dusk, we are 
learning to commune with the beautiful spheres of the Goddesses and Gods. By 
inducing a serene and kindly mind, wishing good to all, we receive transmissions 
from beyond our own Egos. Protected by an aura of Isian Light, we commune 
with each other, Spirit Guides,angels, and above all, ISIS of 10,000 Goddesses 
and Their Consorts. There is a cosmos out there awaiting us.” ~ Olivia Robertson 
Fellowship of Isis Daily Prayer 
 
“Holy Goddess Isis, Mother of All Beings, come to our hearts. Grant us Thy 
Children, Love and Joy, Wisdom and Abundance. We offer Thee our loving care 
for all who are born of Thee.” ~by Olivia Robertson 
 

________________________________ 
 

FOI Chicago Autumnal Goddess Festival 
 

Announcement by Demetria Nanos 
 
The 28th Annual FOI Chicago Autumnal Goddess Festival will be held on Fri. 
Oct. 8 - Sat. Oct. 9, & Sun. Oct. 10, 2021. The featured liturgy for 2021 is from 
the FOI liturgy book, Urania, Rite 6 - "Magic of Mars and The Morrigan", Oracle 
of The Morrigan. Mars and the Sun are conjunct in Libra & some of the stars of 
Corvus the Crow (or Raven) that weekend. The 28th Annual Autumnal Goddess 
Festival will be at Life Force Arts Center, 1609 W. Belmont Ave., Chicago, IL. 
60657.  
 
Life Force Arts Ensemble Foundation - https://lifeforcearts.org/ 
 
Friday, Oct. 8, 6-9 PM - Opening Reception, with refreshments, discussion 
about the continuity of the festival and why this year we focus on The Morrigan. 
There will be an oracle & meditation, followed by a toast to the Ancestors.  
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Sat. Oct. 9, 12 PM - 8 PM - It will be a full day program with fellowship, 
presentations, slideshows, Silent Auction, refreshments, coffee & meal breaks, 
culminating in The Morrigan liturgy & rite at 6:30 PM. Small gifts for all after the 
rite. 
 
Sunday, Oct. 10, 12 PM - 3 PM - dedications, blessings, fellowship, a short 
meditation, & more.  
 
Are you interested in presenting a talk, artwork, or a performance at the festival? 
Topics can be related to the focal goddess Morrigan, Her lore & pantheon, totem 
creatures, sacred plants & trees; other deities, science, history, mystical 
experiences, spiritual practices, or be of general interest to the greater FOI 
spiritual community. Limited space means very limited vending, our in-temple 
artist Steven Blaine Adams is our featured vendor this year. If a mystery guest 
artist becomes available, we'll post the information here. We're working on plans 
for an Isian Fair day in 2022. 
 
For questions or more information, please write to Demetria Nanos via 
Messenger, text messages (773-505-1724), or e-mail at: hail_isis@yahoo.com  
 

_________________________________ 
 

Lughnasadh Blessings 
Fellowship of Isis Central 
www.fellowshipofisiscentral.com 

 

 
We hope you have a Blessed Lughnasadh as we celebrate the gifts and fruits 
of our Mother Earth. “My Tuathe De Danann came from the sky, yet also dwell 
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within the hidden sun at earth’s matrix. The Golden Age shines about you, 
resplendent in the matriarchal darkness. Naught is alien when all is known and 
loved. You are kin to all beings in the cosmos and all are kin to Me." ~ Excerpt 
from ‘Oracle of the Goddess Dana’ in “The Rite of Dana. Druid Initiation” by 
Olivia Robertson.  
 
 
Book Review 
 
 

 
 

Isis, Great of Magic, She of 10000 Names  
by Olivia Church 

 
A Review by Caroline Wise 

 
I am very pleased to see this guide by one of my ordainees, Olivia Church. Olivia 
was brilliant and committed in her dedication to become a priestess within the 
FOI. She has a particular interest in Isis and a number of primary deities from the 
Ancient Mediterranean and Northern Europe.  
 
Olivia explores ancient practice and understanding of Isis in Egypt, and the wider 
spread of Isis's wings in the Greek and the Roman worlds, towards a 
contemporary Pagan perspective.  
 
Olivia gained an MA in Ancient Egyptian studies focusing on the Prehistoric 
period, looking specifically at ideology, iconography and gender. Her academic 
work began within this ordination journey. This was actually serendipitous, not 
planned as far as I remember. That contemporary devotees of the goddess now 
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have the chance to blend their spiritual life with dedicated scholarly studies within 
the academy and without, is quite significant to us all.  
 
The first textual manifestation of Isis that we know of is from the mortuary spells 
of the pyramid Texts at Saqqara. Olivia addresses the funerary aspects, noting 
that they appear so sophisticated, it is likely they were developed well before 
they were written down. She also notes the theory that the regenerative rites 
shifted from Osiris to Isis, and that this reflects the growing influence of Isis in 
other areas of religious ideology. I’ve personally observed over the years that 
Isis’s role as a funerary goddess, her most primary role, is quite often abandoned 
in modern settings and that also the mourning of Isis gets glossed over. A trip to 
Egypt or any Museum with Egyptian artefacts will show Isis essentially situated in 
this role. Her funerary and mourning aspects are very relevant for this current 
time, where the whole world has been travelling through a very long Duat of 
death and grieving. The funerary aspects are clearly discussed here. Church 
says “Isis held the key to this transformative magic and offered it to all who 
underwent the correct funerary rituals.” These ancient mystical expressions of 
the processes of life, death and regeneration, as overseen and guided by Isis, 
can be useful to us all at this time.  
 
Some other areas covered are her relationship with Set in context of the myth 
cycle, which I find is often misunderstood by those who think in black and white. 
And the explanation of the transition of Isis from her Ancient Egyptian Solar 
embodiment to the later Greek lunar one, and how that came about, is welcome, 
as this is not often addressed. Here we can follow reliable sources. Key sites to 
visit in Egypt, Greece and elsewhere, in ‘Temples and Festivals’, includes the 
FOI’s very active devotional centre, Isis Oasis, of the Temple of Isis, in California, 
USA. The Temple of Isis , Geyserville is, “a legally recognised place of worship.” 
And, “It is truly remarkable that a goddess whose worship first appears 4500 
years ago in North Africa has people creating temples and altars devoted to her 
in USA, UK , Ireland, and Western Europe today."  
 
To end, a discussion on magic and prayers to Isis leads to a proposed calendar 
and suggested practice ideas for the modern devotee, based not on the linear 
cycle of modern pagan systems, but on the old Isiac festivals.  
The writing style is fluid and clean, She assumes upwards of her readers, not 
down!  
 
I think this grounded exploration of Isis is a great place for someone who has 
heard the call of Isis, to start their Isaic journey. A perfect primer. Pagan Portals 
by Moon Books, 98pp including sources and references. £6.99 – USA - $10.99 
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FOI Events 
 
Archpriestess Anniitra Ravenmoon of TOI Long Beach is taking a 
sabbatical from organizing Book Salons and Workshops for 2021. Contact 
sacredraven@msn.com 
 
FOI Chicago hosts several events throughout the year, including the Annual 
Goddess Convention and Festival. Details for the next annual festival, to be 
announced. For more details, please see announcement directly above, or 
contact Archpriestess Demetria Nanos at hail_isis@yahoo.com 
 
Isis Oasis Sanctuary, Temple of Isis, Geyserville, CA: A celebration of the 
Epiphany of Isis, also known as Festival of Lights will be held at Isis Oasis in 
January. The date brought up for the celebration was January 6, 2021. deTraci 
Regula will write a special script and Linda Iles will create an altar. 
 
The 32nd annual FOI Convocation will take place Friday, October 8 – Monday, 
October 11, 2021 at Isis Oasis Retreat Center in Geyserville, California. FOI 
Archpriestess and Director of Isis Oasis, deTraci Regula and Justin Howard 
are facilitating this event. Deities honored will be Greco-Roman Isis and her 
consort Serapis.  
 
The Inner Sanctum Symposium on Infinite Possibilities will be scheduled for 
May 2022 at Isis Oasis Retreat Center in Geyserville, California.  
 
For more information on both of these events, contact: deTraci Regula at 
tregula@msn.com , or Justin Howard at templeofisisca@gmail.com 
if you wish more information about presenting. Contact Isis Oasis if you need 
information about reservations to stay on the grounds while attending the 
Symposium: 707-857-4747 or by e-mail, place “Isis Symposium” in the subject 
line: isisoasis@gmail.com For reservations contact Isis Oasis: 707-857-4747 or 
by e-mail, place “Convocation” in the subject line: isisoasis@gmail.com 
  
Temple of Isis, Isis Oasis Retreat Center, Geyserville, CA. Monday – Friday 
noon rites are offered in the Isis Chapel. Sunday services in the Main Temple at 
3 pm. For more information contact Isis Oasis: isisoasis@gmail.com  
 
Temple of Isis on Zoom and Facebook Live: please check the Isis Oasis 
Sanctuary page on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/IsisOasisTemple/ 
and the personal page of deTraci Regula for live videos. deTraci hosts noon rite 
on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and sometimes a midnight rite on her personal 
page. Justin Howard hosts noon rite on Wednesday, Friday and Sunday Scrolls 
at 3pm pacific standard time every Sunday via the Isis Oasis Sanctuary page. 
 

________________________ 
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FOI Germany hosts Moon meetings, Druid Clan of Dana rituals and tours of the 
sacred history of the land in the area of TeutoForest. Please contact Rt. Rev. 
Hamsa Devi for more details of upcoming events. sekhmet@online.de 
Goddess World Blog: https://goddessworldblog.wordpress.com/ 
FOI Germany Website: https://www.fellowshipofisis.eu 
Facebook: Priory of Rainbow Tara 
 
Isian Society for Integrated Studies - a series focusing on the work of our 
clergy hosted by Rev. Mana Youngbear. For more information please check Isian 
Society for Integrated Studies Public Page on Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/ManaYoungbear/ 
 
Our Lady’s Prayer Circle on the 13th day of every month, led by FOI Priestess 
Diveena. This prayer circle was founded by Diveena and the late Barbara Lee 
Westlake in the city of Mount Shasta on the Winter Solstice, 2005. It has been 
ongoing every month since that time. Diveena is a spiritual advisor and member 
of the Pomo tribe. She has been inspired to create Mandala Prayer work with 
Earth Based Totem Medicine. If you wish to participate, FOI Priestess Diveena 
can be contacted at prayercircle@diveena.com 
 
Circle of the Sacred Cauldron – Rt. Rev. Anniitra Ravenmoon is currently 
taking a sabbatical from events in 2021. “Dark and Full moon mothers of the 
night, Surround us with your love of dark and light.” Temple of Isis Long 
Beach/Circle of the Sacred Cauldron. Honor the Dark and Full moon monthly, via 
rituals by attunement. The times are 4 through 6:30 Pm PST. Different gods and 
goddesses are invited as guests. Names are placed into the sacred cauldron for 
health peace love and prosperity. If you want your name or your loved ones 
name in the sacred cauldron, please e-mail Rt. Rev. Anniitra Ravenmoon 
sacredraven@msn.com 
 
Rt. Rev. Kasey Conder offers the FOI Liturgy Circle to study a particular FOI 
ritual drama on the second Sunday of every month throughout the year. All are 
welcome to attune or attend in person. For more information contact Kasey 
Conder: kaseyconder@hotmail.com 
	  
In Utah: Crone’s Hollow 2470 S Main St., Salt Lake City, USA (Lyceum of Isis of 
Utah) 
 
In California: Isis Oasis Sanctuary 20889 Geyserville, California, USA (Lyceum 
of the Temple of Isis  (The name of Loreon Vigne’s Lyceum) 1pm Pacific 
 

Fellowship of Isis (FOI) Liturgy Study Circle 2021 Calendar 
Based Adepti Spiral of the FOI Spiral on the Star of Ishtar 

 
Every 2nd Sunday of the month.  2 pm Mountain / 1 pm Pacific Standard Time 

www.isisofutah.org 
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Free, all welcome to attend or attune 
Degree sponsorship offered via FOI Center(s). 

  
From FOI Liturgy booklets by Olivia Robertson published on  

Fellowship of Isis Central (www.fellowshipofisiscentral.com) 
Fellowship of Isis Liturgy  

 
Please attune; blessings of Isis-Aset of 10,000 Names!  

 
1. January: Flamma Vestae. Initiation into a Fellowship of Isis Iseum  

2. February: Festival of the Hydrophoria  
3. March: The Athenaea  

4. April: Alma Mater. The Homing of Children  
5. May: Festival of Wesak  

6. June: Festival of Astarte and Adonis  
7. July: Festival of Opet  

8. August: Porta Mystica. The Soul Enters New Spheres  
9. September: The Eleusinian Mysteries  

10. October: Dulce Domum. The Soul Returns Home  
11. November: Communion with the World of Spirits  

12. December: The Tree of Life 
  

Olivia Robertson, Fellowship of Isis (FOI) Co-Founder and ArchPriestess, is the 
author of the Fellowship of Isis Liturgy. More information about the liturgy can be 

found here: Creation of the Fellowship of Isis Liturgy 
 

Liturgy Booklet Link 
 

Panthea, Initiations and Festivals of the Goddess 
 
Reports 
 
Linda Iles: An interesting quote from a lecture given by Lawrence Durdin-
Robertson, "Cult of the Goddess" later re-published as "Religion of the Goddess: 
"Coming now to another word in the first verse of Genesis: “Elohim.” There 
appeared an article in “The Times” a few months ago by the Religious Affairs 
Correspondent. He quotes the words of Professor Nelle Morton: “The early 
Hebrew name… Elohim, was the combination of the word Eloh, a goddess, and 
Im, the masculine plural Hebrew suffix... Yahweh (the pure form of the corruption 
Jehovah) was ... derived from the name of the earlier Sumerian goddess.” And 
so an accurate translation of “Elohim” is not “God” but rather “the Deities” or “the 
Pantheon.” One wonders when the official translators will have the honesty, or 
perhaps the courage, to translate this word properly." 
 

__________________________________ 
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We Say Your Name That You May Live! Lawrence Durdin-Robertson, co-
founder of the Fellowship of Isis was born on 6 May 1920. We honor him 
especially on this day, and acknowledge the many contributions he made. At the 
time of the founding of the Fellowship of Isis, his work provided a much-needed 
source for scholarly research, and his books and manuals are a valuable 
resource to this day. His sister Olivia Robertson credited Lawrence with a role in 
creating the liturgy from the first booklet (The Isis Wedding Rite) until the time of 
his passing (Melusina, Life Centres of the Goddess). Through his studies while 
serving as part of the clergy of the Anglican Church, his intuitive nature led 
Lawrence to see "God as the Mother" as well as the Father, to see the necessity 
of the Divine Feminine to balance the Divine Masculine. Blessings to you, dear 
Lawrence as you walk the starry pathways! 
 

 
 

Photo: newspaper clipping sent by Olivia Robertson to Loreon Vigne. 
 
Linda Iles: While researching FOI materials for a study course in which I am 
currently acting as assistant, I found the earliest mentions of the Well of Brighid 
by name in the FOI Liturgy, date back to 1977 and 1988.1977 was the year of the 
first publication of the “Ordination of Priestesses and Priests.” The introduction, 
which is titled “The Way of the Priestess”, contains this reference to the well: 
“The Well is dedicated to the Goddess Brighid of Eire.” 
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When "Panthea, Initiations and Festivals of the Goddess” was first published in 
1988, Olivia offered this insight into the Well of Brighid, as used in the “Baptism” 
section of the ritual “Alma Mater. The Homing of Children”: “We are reborn 
through the Water of Life bestowed by the Goddess.” “ … the Goddess Brighid. 
She who presideth over the Well of Life at the World's End, and over all wells 
which bestow vision and healing.”  
 
Caroline Wise gave a talk during the online conference “Megalithomania”. Her 
presentation focused on the Deer Goddess and where we find her. Caroline was 
one of the first to discover the ancient antlered goddess Elen of the Ways. She 
has done significant research to substantiate her psychic visions for many years. 
 
Priestess Ness Bosch writes: The Scota Goddess Temple (The Temple of the 
Goddess in Alba), is now a Charitable Organisation dedicated to promoting 
Equality, Integration, Visibility and Understanding of Pagan Traditions, Goddess 
Spirituality and Nature Centered Practices in Scotland.  
 
To achieve this, we are working towards opening a physical space, a Community 
Centre that will inlcude Scotland's First Goddess Temple, a Library, Cafe and 
Conference/Workshops Space. This we plan to open not only to the community 
but also to the General Public, Interfaith Organisations and Educational Bodies.  
We believe this Centre will help to normalise and destigmatize Goddess 
Spirituality, Paganism and other Earth Centered Religions in Scotland, providing 
Sanctuary and a Safe Space for those who follow these traditions as well as 
educating society on our beliefs and practices.  
 
The Scota Goddess Temple is now a Full Member of SCVO (Scottish Council for 
Voluntary Organisations) and a Registered Social Enterprise in Scotland. 
 
Received from Mitch Stargrove:  Living Ma’at: Manifesting Truth, Justice 
and Respectful Relations – a convergence of fractal experiences – Normandi 
Ellis, Michael Staley, Denny Sargent, Zahra Indigo, Andre Conscientia, Nicki 
Scully, Areeya Marie , Mz Imani, Arun, Lori Stargrove and Mitch Stargrove. Video 
and audio recordings, plus PDFs, are now available on www.gaiastartemple.org 
Share with your friends and through your networks, in Ma’at  
 
FOI Priestess Autumn Stellar hosted a Star Goddess Nuit Devotional 
Ceremony. Autumn is a Priestess of Nuit and Elen. The event was a live event 
hosted on Facebook. 
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Muses Symposium 
 

Goddess Who?? 
A Lecture on the Communion with Tutelary Deities 

by Hamsadevi 
 
Communion with the deity of a place belongs to the most ancient expressions of 
human spirituality, and traces of it can be found in religions and cults of all ethnic 
groups all over the planet.  
 
Many deities, who are nowadays worshipped by modern pagans started their 
careers as a tutelary goddess or god. Athena is an example for such a 
development: She became the Goddess of the city of Athens, because the 
people voted for her, when they had the choice between her, who gave the olive 
tree to them and Poseidon, who offered them horses as his gift, if they would 
vote for him as the tutelary deity of their city.  
 
So from the very beginning of her appearance on the stage of mythology one of 
the attributes of that goddess emerges clearly: democracy! So Lady Liberty, 
saluting the immigrants with the words: ”Give me your tired, your poor, your 
huddled masses, yearning to breathe free...”is one of the granddaughters of 
Pallas Athens, who began her career as the tutelary Goddess of Athens, was 
worshipped as Minerva all over the Roman Empire and was brought to the “New 
World” by those, for whom democracy was a basic condition for a community's 
positive development.  
 
Unfortunately many of the newcomers did not leave their racism and religious 
fanaticism in Europe, which led to genocide of the first nations, who had lived for 
aeons in that part of the world, which in the course of history became the USA. 
The knowledge of the land got lost when the wise women and shamans, who 
kept it, where killed or expelled from their homeland.  
 
So there is nobody, whom we could ask about the name or mythology of the 
ancient tutelary deities of the lakes, rivers, hills, mountains, plains, deserts and 
canyons of the USA. But..is there really nobody to whom we could turn with our 
questions? No! How about asking the tutelary Goddess of a place, an 
environment that has that something to which we feel attracted, which touches 
our heart, herself?  
 
Perhaps we are worrying that the Goddess of that environment is angry on us, 
that we as descendants of the European settlers are anything but welcome. Don't 
worry about that. Karma does not work like that! You may have been a member 
of some of the tribes, who had lived here long before any European set his feet 
on American land.  
 
And the citizen, who in his present incarnation belongs to the First nations may 
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have been a European in some past life. We all belong to one human race, 
sharing one planet Earth!  
A tutelary Goddess may have a vast region or a small spot in nature as her 
residence. A tiny pond, that seems to be insignificant on the first glance for the 
human eye may have its own tutelary goddess or god. Isn't it a universe of its 
own and a source of life for some plants, insects, fishes, frogs and toads, birds 
and some species of mammals, who visit the spot during the twilights of morning 
and evening to quench their thirst at this hidden place?!  
 
Transience is the nature of time, manifested in the course of humanity's 
history. Very few people – and places - can enjoy the luxury of an unbroken 
spiritual tradition. Neither the Celts nor those tribes, who lived in northern and 
eastern Europe left any written sources. Nothing that had been written about their 
mythology, their deities and their social life comes from themselves.  
 
Roman authors, who had their own agenda, as Julius Caesar, or who had never 
visited any of the tribes, about whom they were writing, as Tacitus, don't 
contribute to a clear picture of people's pre-Christian ideas of deities or of how 
they were worshipped.  
 
The migration of peoples between 385 and 568 AD and the campaigns of 
Charlemagne between 772 and 804 AD did its part to the loss of knowledge, 
too. The regional names and rituals, with which the deities had been addressed 
have changed, but the sacred places, where they had been worshipped were 
used by all consecutive groups, who settled in that region.  
 
In the course of christianization some sacred places became a location of 
chapels, churches or monastic buildings; others were declared as abodes of all 
kinds of devils by the new religion's clergy. One may get the impression that 
those clerics knew a lot more about devils than about deities...  
 
In the course of history some of the pagan deities reappeared in the shape of the 
new religion's saints. But rampant protestantism in some regions had erased 
several of those sources. In Europe philologists and cultural researchers as the 
Brothers Grimm in Germany and Lady Jane Wilde and Lady Augusta Gregory in 
Ireland and many more folklorists all over Europe collected fairy tales and 
folklore, saving a lot of ancient knowledge, that otherwise would have been 
completely lost in the course of industrial revolution and urbanization.  
 
Whatever the source situation may be – studying of the material cannot 
substitute our own experience. If we want to meet fairies, we must go into the 
wilderness, a forest, a park, the ragged part of our garden. In leaving a spot in 
our garden unkempt, we offer a dancing floor to the fairies! Fairies, the entourage 
of the tutelary goddesses and gods are shy, so we won't see them, when we are 
looking out for them. They rather may appear for a blink of an eye at the edge of 
our field of view, when we think least of them.  
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To meet the tutelary goddesses and gods it is a good idea to offer a gift. But 
please do not carry anything that is not 100% biodegradable into the wilderness! 
And never pour etheric oils into any watery spot. If you want to please the deities 
with fragrances, bring flowers. Even if an oil is declared as natural, and the plants 
from which it is extracted are grown biological, during the process of extraction 
ingredients are added to catalyse and intensify the procedure. But even without 
that, several plants and etheric oils are poisonous for fishes and many 
microorganisms, which populate the watery realm.  
 
You may bring a little gemstone, some feathers or conches or lay out a little 
mandala from what you find at that spot. Building such a mandala and dedicating 
it to the tutelary deity is part of the communion with that goddess or god in many 
rituals and ceremonies of many religions and spiritual traditions from all over the 
globe.  
 
Many fairy tales tell about love for music, that is shown by some members of the 
family of tutelary deities and spirits of the elements. They love singing and 
dancing and celebrating; and many of them make their appearance at nearby 
villages and farms at occasions as weddings, childbirths, seasonal festivities and 
annual fairs. So it may be a good idea to sing, chant, dance, play a flute – 
whatever may be your prowess or individual gift.  
 
If we want to address the guardian deity of a place verbally but don't have a 
name, we may remember that all the names of deities are or have been originally 
rehearsals of their attributes. We may do the same: A goddess of a forestry 
environment may be addressed as “Lady of Oaks, Beeches...,Mother of the 
wildwood, ruler of wildlife, ...”  
 
The gate to the deities is found in silence. Sit down under a tree or in a meadow, 
calm down your thinking and listen to the voices of the environment: you may 
perceive the divine song of life – the buzzing bees in the lime tree's branches, the 
humming of the bumblebees in the blossoming foxglove, the purling of the brook, 
that is winding its way through the shadowy valley and the rushing of the cooling 
breeze in the crowns of the trees. The musicians are: Lady Lark and Madame 
Nightingale – vocals; Wood Pecker – drums and percussions; Sisters Wind and 
Water – special effects; Bees and bumble bees – chorus; Mrs Bubo Owl and 
Lupus Wolfe – Late night performances... The “music” of a certain spot varies in 
the course of days, nights and seasons.  
 
A coastal environment sings a completely different song than a forest. A conifer 
forest has a totally different sound than a deciduous wood. And it is not only the 
view, the interplay of light and shadow and the sounds of a place and its 
feathered and furry inhabitants – it is also the fragrance of a place, that makes it 
unique – in the smell of the sea, the fragrance of an environment we perceive the 
fragrance of a tutelary deity.  
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Get in touch with the place in the literary sense of that term: touch the ground, 
feel the pebbles or sand of a beach, the bark of a tree, the mossy ground of a 
shadowy grove.  
 
When you perceive a place with all your senses, your perception will expand into 
the ethereal realm of the location, where you may meet tutelary deities, fairies 
and all the inhabitants of the elemental realms.  
 
Outlines for a rite to meet a tutelary goddess or god: 
 
1. Silent meditation   
2. Invocation of Dana, Isis or Tara or another goddess, who had manifested  on 

the spiral path to you as your divine godmother.   
3. Construction of mandala with what the site offers, as pebbles, leaves, fir   
    cones, etc.  
4. Singing, dancing, chanting, playing music as flute, drums, rattles, etc.   
5. Invocation of tutelary goddess or god. Keep in mind that names originate from     
the rehearsal of the divinity 's attributes.   

6. Silent communion with the goddess or god.   
7. Blessings the environment   
8. Giving thanks, even if you think that “nothing” happened   
 
Even if you think, that your rite had not the desired results, it is a good idea to 
keep your dream diary or magical diary by your bedside, as you may meet the 
goddess or god, whom you did invoke, in your dreams. Write dreams down soon 
after you woke up, otherwise a lot may be lost to your network.  
 
“Magic means to see all heaven in a flower”, as Olivia used to say .... and some 
flowers are magical keys that open the gates to the Land of Heart's Desire.  
	  
 
     

______________________________________________________ 
	  

Closing a Circle:  
In Memory of Olivia Robertson, Honoring the Goddess Athena 

 
By Atenodoro Pandemo 

 
 
Connettici alle Stelle, 
Arcana sapienza, 
Che la vita sia illuminata dalla luce del tuo antico splendore, 
Che siano i tuoi sacerdoti iniziati al cambiamento,  
Cosmica, che vedi anche di notte.  
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Tu che sei nata da sola, urli nel silenzio, 
E scuoti i mari, la terra e generi tempeste.  
Leggera come l'aria,  
Celeste piú del cielo. 
Io Ti rendo onore Athena, 
Pallade vivi in noi e ascolta le mie suppliche.  
 
 
Connect us to the Stars, 
Arcana knowledge, 
May life be illuminated by the light of your ancient splendor, 
Let them be your priests who began to change, 
Cosmic, that you see even at night. 
You who were born alone, scream in silence, 
And shake the seas, the earth and storms. 
Light as air, 
Heavenly more than heaven. 
I honor you Athena, 
Pallades live in us and hear my pleas. 
 

______________________________________________ 
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Original Painting of Equalia by Jocelyn Chaplin 

 
The Goddess Equalia 

By Jocelyn Chaplin 
 
This painting which was done at a convent in the Wye Valley at Lammas 6yrs 
ago. Although today I am working specifically with the goddess Equalia she 
shape shifts easily into the shimmering creative spirits of harvesting and 
transformative bread making. I am reminded that Archaeologists now believe that 
the first wheat was sown around Gebekli Tepe a Neolithic temple in Turkey in 
about 10,000BC. So it was always sacred.  

For many years I had been exploring ways to combine spirituality with 
progressive politics. My book 'Deep Equality' 2008 was one attempt. Then the 
name 'Equalia' came to me as a personification of the equalising/balancing 
forces in nature. At first I had only imagined Equalia and was searching for the 
right form to represent her/it/them. Then this amazing medium Trixabelle actually 
channelled her to me and gave me messages. But what came next was quite 
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extraordinary as she actually saw her as a powerful wind coming out of a stream, 
without me being there!!  

I am mainly posting regular messages from Equalia on Facebook, I feel her 
messages are badly needed in these strange times of transformation. I have also 
restarted my blog: http://jocelynchaplin.wordpress.com  My website is: 
www.serpentinstitute.com 
 

____________________________________ 
 

 
 

Hawk: A Meditative Experience 
by Zachary Crain 

 
I hover over the sands where the great pyramids stand.  
The warmth of the sun shining on my back as my wings are outstretched.  
The gold and red land below me, glow in a radiance that is beckoning of the 
Gods glory. 
Awe, the blue green Nile and all Her might. There, there is refreshment. The 
green shores of reeds, lilies, and lotus. There She is alive!  
Magnificent in all Her glory. These are sacred lands. Here my flight is in the eyes 
of Ra and the graces of Horus. 
I am the Hawk of Kemet.  
My wings outstretched in praise of Great Isis. I fly high and oversee the works of 
mankind. There is much work to do and I remind them of life’s journey. I carry the 
message of the Gods in my movement. The speed of my flight is lifted on the 
breath of the Mighty Ones.  
My dance across the sky is to the rhythm of the seasons.  
Sacred people. Sacred bird. Divine Gods. 
This is our heart beat and cherished pride.  
Here comes Hawk to the sacred Temple, brining the winds of the Gods. Blowing 
a tempest of wisdom and mystery of flight.  
In these halls, I am Horus. I am God.  
My cry’s are of life and death. They are protecting the circle of life.  
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Blessed am I to be free! 
My flight through the Temples brings dreams and visions to the people. The 
Priests know of my ways. I am the balance of light and dark, for my shades shift 
as my feathers fall. In this shedding, I am the key to ones life call.  
Yet, woe until them who are venomous, slither, and crawl! Tis my beak and 
talons that shall pierce, rip, and behead. I am the warrior bird, strong and 
powerful. None shall come against me. 
To Horus I fly, under Ra’s watchful eye, by the might and magick of Great Isis, I 
am the hawk, heed my cries!  

 
________________________________________ 

 
 

The Cosmic Web Diagram 
By Michael Starsheen 

Isis of the Stars Lyceum 
 
In the Fellowship of Isis, we use a special diagram created by the founders to 
organize our key liturgical rituals. This diagram is called the “Cosmic Web 
Diagram,” and consists of two parts: the 8-pointed Star of Ishtar and the 3 ½ turn 
Spiral of Tiamat. Together, they represent the cosmos. 
 
The Star of Ishtar is seen in many traditions. It has eight points or rays that, 
among other things, represent the eight solar festivals of the year. These include 
Yule (Winter Solstice), Imbolc, Ostara (Spring Eqinox), Beltane, Litha (Summer 
Solstice), Lughnassadh, Mabon (Fall Equinox), and Samhain. I started with Yule 
because that is the first point on the FOI Star of Ishtar, although you can 
approach the star from any of its points. In the FOI tradition, the rays of the star 
are colored white, red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet. These are 
the traditional 7 rays plus white, which represents all the colors combined. So, 
you could say that the Star of Ishtar represents time as we use it. 
 
The Sprial of Tiamat turns 3 ½ times around itself, leading to 4 levels of 
awareness. From the first level, we have the physical plane. The second level 
represents the etheric or astral plane of emotions. The third level is the mental 
level of thoughtforms. And the innermost level is that of the spirit or the Divine.  
So, you could say that the Spiral of Tiamat represents space, or the levels of the 
material world we live in. 
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In the Cosmic Web diagram, we overlay the Star of Ishtar onto the Spiral of 
Tiamat, surrounding a central Egg that is all of creation. This creates 32 points of 
intersection between the Star and the Spiral, onto which our founders have 
mapped 32 ritual mystery dramas, which are used for our Magi degrees. (The 
ritual mystery dramas for the Magi degrees are contained in the books Dea, 
Urania, and Sophia.) These dramas create a mystical experience that culminates 
in a meditation to provide a direct access to Divine consciousness. The FOI is a 
tradition of direct experience of the Divine, without the need for priestly 
intervention. When one receives a message, image, or gift from the Divine in the 
meditation for the ritual, we call that “receiving the mystery.” The 32 points begin 
on the Spiral at the bottom of the Green Ray with Initiation into the Priesthood, 
and proceed clockwise around the Spiral to the center, which represents direct 
knowledge from the Divine source. All of the dramas actually represent initiations 
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of one kind or another, which is part of what “receiving the mystery” is all about. 
Direct connection with the Divine is our goal. 
 
One of the wonderful things about our Cosmic Web diagram is that it is non-
hierarchical. That means that you can approach it from any point or ray that calls 
to you. For example, you may be drawn to the orange ray, which represents 
various types of the energy of love, and explore all the rituals along it to attain a 
deeper understanding. You could choose a ritual based on the primary Goddess 
whose oracle begins it. You could skip around and choose rituals based on your 
inner feelings about them. You could go around the spiral in the order of the eight 
festivals, something that is provided in Panthea, which is an alternate set of 
rituals that complement the Magi degrees. 
 
The rays are also associated with the planets. The white ray is Earth and Pluto. 
The red ray is Mars, and the Orange ray is Venus. The yellow ray is Mercury, 
and the green ray is Jupiter. The blue ray is Saturn, the indigo ray is Uranus, and 
the violet ray is Neptune. You’ll find rituals for each of those planets in the book 
Urania. The planets act much like they do in astrology, as, for example, Venus on 
the Orange Ray representing love, while Mercury on the Yellow Ray represents 
intellect.  
 
The rays are also associated with the astrological signs, as you move toward the 
center of the Spiral in the mental and spiritual planes. They are listed in the book 
Sophia. They begin with Pisces and Cerridwen on the White Ray, and continue 
clockwise through the Zodiac to Aquarius and Juno on the Green Ray at the 
center of the Cosmic Web. These rituals activate intense energies, and should be 
approached with respect and caution, as they activate deep experiences on the 
mental and spiritual planes. 
 
If you are interested in learning more about the Cosmic Web diagram, check out 
https://sites.google.com/site/fellowshipofisiscentral/star-of-ishtar. The liturgy itself 

is located at https://sites.google.com/site/fellowshipofisisliturgy/home 
 

____________________________________ 
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Sekhet, Lady of the Fertile Lands 
Whose Coming is Beautiful 

 
Excerpt from a Presentation 

By Linda Iles 
 

(Alternate spelling: Sokhet, Sakhet, Sochet, Sukhot, Sechet) 
 

 
 

Sekhet brings sprouting wheat, Temple of Montu at Medamud, near Luxor. 
This site dates to the Old Kingdom, but the temple has been rebuilt. The 

structure that remains today dates from the Ptolemaic Period.  
 

 
Her name is written in hieroglyphs with the “field” sign:  
 

 
Determinative ‘sḫt’ 

Reed or field 
Ideogram or determinative of “country” or “field” 

Gardiner Sign List M20 
 

1. During the old kingdom the ‘field’ sign was sometimes written as: 
 

 
‘sm’ = grass 

Reed field with root 
Determinative  in sm “plant” and “help” 

Gardiner Sign List: M21 
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The writing of her name always included the field sign, but it could appear with 
different determinative suffixes. This first example includes use of the hieroglyph 
known as the ‘Horus hawk on a standard’ as a suffix. The ‘Horus hawk on a 
standard’ hieroglyph is the sign of royalty and divinity. When this sign is used in 
the name of a divinity it designates the speech of a divinity in hieroglyphic texts. 
(Mercer 1952: 115) 

 

 
 

 
 

Determinative of ‘imn’ = Amun and ‘nsw’ = king or divinity  
1st singular pronoun ‘i’ and ‘wi’ = divine speaker 

Gardiner’s Sign List: G7 
 
2. Her name could be written with the determinative of a seated woman, 
designating femininity or female divinity: (Newberry 1895: plates 20 & 22) 
 

 
 

Meaning of Her Name 
 

All of these variations of spelling have one thing in common; Sekhet’s name 
always includes the hieroglyph for field along with a feminine determinative. She 
is literally the life force of the fertile land of Egypt; particularly the marshes and 
cultivated fields. The word “sekhet” when not used as the specific name of the 
goddess is translated as “field” or “country.” “Sekhet” as the name of the goddess 
and ‘sekhet’ as the name for ‘field’ or ‘country’ both referred to the same thing - 
the fertile strip of land that bordered the banks of the Nile, the marshy Delta, the 
oases, in other words, all of the fertile and green regions of the ancient Egyptian 
kingdom. 
 

Depictions of Sekhet 
 

Sekhet is most often depicted as a young woman with the sign for a field over her 
head, bearing a tray of offerings. She is sometimes shown with a bird, usually a 
goose, at her feet and with sprouting grains or grasses. The goose, a symbol of 
Geb, god of the earth, was a visual reference to her life-giving attributes, and the 
vitality she brought to the soil of the “black land” of Egypt.  
 
She is often shown in a procession along with other deities, where she bears 
offerings of produce from the fields, vineyards and orchards. These processional 
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scenes are the most typical representations of Sekhet in the form of a woman. 
Another typical scene features the Pharaoh, who is offering the field hieroglyph 
(representing Sekhet) to the gods, as symbol of the fertile earth with all its fruit.  
 
Below, we have two of the many surviving examples of depictions of this 
goddess. The first one shows Sekhet bringing offerings in the Temple of Hathor 
at Dendera. She bears a lotus over her shoulder; the goose of Geb can be seen 
walking just in front of her feet. They both walk in front of four spikes of wheat. 
 
 

 
 
Her three main aspects were as (1) Lady of the Country - Arable Land; (2) Lady 
of the Catch - Swamps and Marshes; and (3) Lady of Abundance – Cattle and 
Livestock.  
 
Hapi, deity of the Nile river and Sekhet, deity of the fields are thought to join in 
sexual union when the waters of the inundation spread out over the land. They 
are often shown together, as part of a procession of deities bringing offerings to 
the temple. Sekhet bears an offering tray of produce of the fields; while her 
consort Hapi bears either libation vessels or a similar offering tray.  
 
Hapi and Sekhet appear regularly in several reliefs on the pylon and pronaos at 
the Temple of Hathor at Dendera carrying trays of offerings. In one scene before 
each of these divinities there walks a goose, and from the tray held by Sekhet 
some birds are suspended. (Blackman 1911: 77-78) 
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A deity known as the ‘bird-catcher god’ is identified in the Pyramid Texts as her 
son. According to Pyramid Text 341: “Whatever the Fen-goddess makes belongs 
to her son ‘bird-catch’, and I eat with him today.” (Faulkner 1969: 110) Little else 
is known of this deity.  
 
Sekhet is portrayed on the famous Bembine Tablet, also known as the “Mensa 
Isiaca”, a bronze tablet inlaid with metals and enamel dating from the first century 
AD. It is probably of Roman origin, but the scenes depicted upon it imitate 
subjects and the artistic style of ancient Egypt. Sekhet is presented on the central 
panel, far to the right. Here she is shown as a pair goddess representing Upper 
and Lower Egypt. Her consort Hapi the Nile god is shown as a pair god on the 
left. Both Hapi and Sekhet are involved in the “sm3 t3wu” ritual, demonstrating 
unification of the kingdom of ancient Egypt. Sekhet is shown with the lotus plant 
emblem of Upper Egypt, while Hapi is shown with papyrus emblem of Lower 
Egypt. The scene with the twin Sekhets shows them standing facing each other, 
with two reed plants and a corn sign. Behind the goddess on the right there is a 
baboon standing on his back legs, his forelegs raised in the sign of adoration. 
Behind the goddess on the left there is a frog on a plant. All these symbols 
represent fertility and abundance.  
	  
	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  
            
 

Detail of the Bembine Tablet, or Mensa Isiaca, showing Hapi as a pair god and Sekhet 
as a pair goddess from the engraving by Athanasius Kircher, published in his “Œdipus 

Ægyptiacus” 
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This is not the only instance where Sekhet is presented as a pair goddess. 
Below, we have a scene from the temple of Khnum at Esna, showing Hapi and 
Sekhet in pairs, representing Upper and Lower Egypt. 
 

 
Drawing of a procession, temple of Khnum at Esna, the damaged figure on the right is 
first of a pair of Hapi gods shown in this scene. Hapi bears libation vessels signifying the 
inundation and Sekhet carries trays of food offerings. 
 

Suitable Offerings for Sekhet 
 

Sekhet is truly the Goddess of Plenty, of Bountiful Harvest. Trays of food and 
offerings of flowers would be suitable offerings to Sekhet. In the Book of the 
Dead the deceased addresses the Goddess who stands at the Third Portal of 
Osiris: “Mistress of altars, great of oblations, who pleases every god therewith on 
the day of faring upstream to Abydos, is your name …” Although this text is not 
directly addressed to Sekhet, it certainly describes her role in the theology of 
ancient Egypt.  
 

Her Festival Day 
 
In the Greco Roman period Sekhet’s festival was held during the first season 
(Akhet) on day 23 of the third month, (Athyr or Hathor) (October 8). Many 
migratory birds return to Egypt at this time, so that the marshes are filled with 
birds during this period. The festival was held at Edfu, where the feast occurs 
during the Festival of Hathor and Horus. Here, Hathor and Sekhet are 
syncretized and Sekhet is known as “Lady of the Grazing Land” and “Lady of 
Hunting.” 
 

_____________________________________ 
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Just like Persephone 

By Setjataset 
 

Leave behind seeds of doubt 
 

Don’t consume the fear 
 

Tear away the depths of despair 
 

Push up and through the stagnation 
 

Use the rot to fuel your passion 
 

Move towards the dawning light 
 

Renewal beckons you forward 
 

Make your way past entanglements 
 

Resolving to mark the path traversed 
 

Honouring the lessons passed 
 

Now is the season of growth 
 

Embrace your freedom 
 

A new beginning awaits 
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Goddess World 
 
 

 
 

For All Friends of Sacred Wells 
A Tiny Tale of Wonder or: Goddess Well Magic 

 
By Hamsa Devi 

 
German pagans know the Saxon chief Widukind (child of the wood) as the leader 
of the pagan resistance against Charlemagne and Christianisation. A tale tells 
that Widukind became a Christian after a miracle, during which his horse 
stamped on the soil and a well bubbled from the before dry ground, after he had 
asked for an omen. 
 
I think that the tale had been modified by Christian authors. We have many 
sacred wells, many of them healing wells, in our region; that had once had been 
a sacred well, dedicated to the goddess. 
 
For many years the monument of Widukind on his horse, which was stamping on 
the ground from where the well sprang up stood at the place, where the miracle 
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had happened. A fountain was built, but years later the water pipe that fed the 
fountain was broken. The city council decided to put away the fountain, which 
was done. 
 
Now the true miracle: From the soil in front of the now fountainless monument 
sprang up a tiny well. The wells of healing water will be always flowing, and 
neither city councils nor twisting of Goddess myths can stop the water of 
inspiration from flowing. 

 
 
Animal Family of Isis  
 
From Michael Starsheen, Lyceum of Isis of the Stars, Dunsmuir, California, USA: 
I wanted to note that two of my older cats who were members of the Animal 
Family of Isis passed on during the months of April and May. Kiku was a lovely 
Snowshoe Siamese who was the alpha female. She loved and nurtured all the 
other cats in the family until she became ill in April. We had to put her to sleep in 
April. Then, my extremely mischievous cat, Tut, who was a smoky tabby, was 
sick himself and mourning Kiku’s loss so much that he became too sick to 
continue. We had to put him to sleep 2 weeks after the loss of Kiku. The 
remaining cats in our household are mourning the loss of their friends, who have 
effectively “disappeared” from their point of view, but otherwise all our other cats 
are still healthy and doing well. 
 
 
News from Members and Centers 
 
Thanks to Amunet Ogdoad for sharing a link to this brilliant article by FOI 
Priestess and author M. Isidora Forrest on her Isisopolis blog on the role of 
priestesses in ancient Egypt (A role that has been overlooked and even 
repressed by modern scholars): https://isiopolis.com/2021/04/25/women-as-
priestesses-in-ancient-egypt/  
 
Robert Courtney (also known as Dragonfly) shared this quote of Adyashanti: 
“Everything you blame, you’re stuck with. Bless it. Wish it well. Wish it its own 
freedom, and it will be very powerful in the way that it will not come back to you. 
If you don’t forgive it, if yo don’t bless it, if you don’t wish it well, the energy will 
just be magnetically drawn back to you because it’s looking for resolution. All 
negative energy that we’ve inherited, it’s there because it’s looking for 
resolution.” And Robert adds: “Truth. Let go and forgive quickly.” 
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Iseums: Hearth of the Goddess 
 
From Andrew Troszok of Iseum of She of Ten Thousand Names, London: 
“Upon the stage of night, dreams of day turn into moonlit flashes cast in refracted 
shadows upon the forests of memories. Silver paths in ancient runes thread 
through to upon upon hidden glades were misty figures dance one moment 
animal the next human the next beyond either then back into the forest to 
bottomless lakes where the cast of emotions pool to flow to nameless oceans to 
beat upon dark obsidian shores till the fires of dawn hide them in the depths of 
dreams till another night dawns.” Update on Andrew: Received from Caroline 
Wise: After a long time in hospital with Covid 19, our long-time London FOI 
member Andrew Troszok is home today from convalescence. 57 of those days 
sedated on a ventilator, it will be a long recovery, he is not yet well enough to 
walk. There was so much good-will and good thoughts, candles lit and magic 
done for the best outcome, from so many here and in our wider magical 
communities. 
 

 
 

Christine Rhone, Iseum of Ten Thousand Names, London, UK, 7 MAY 2021: 
For our first meeting since the easing of lockdown, Skip led us in “The Festival of 
Wesak” from the FOI liturgy. This celebrates the attainment of Nirvana by the 
Buddha Gautama and his wife the Princess Yasodhara.  
 
The Oracle of the Goddess Mahadevi tells us: “Look within your Self and you will 
find the Light of Truth, Buddhi, the Jewel within the Heart of the Lotus. Invisible it 
is and yet shines in every creature…. Free Will is to be earned not by extreme 
asceticism nor by selfish indulgence. It is attained by continual exercise of 
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conscious choice between good and wrong behaviour. As you develop, you will 
observe that the choices both become more difficult and more subtle. Rejoice 
then, for you draw nearer to Self-realisation!... If you could live for one minute in 
a truthful, compassionate manner, you would transform your day and your year 
and your life! Do not strive for too much…. Rather combine spiritual practices 
with an enjoyment of Mother Earth”…. The rite ends with these words: “AUM 
MANI PADME HUM. Friends, let us meditate upon the Inner Light of Truth, the 
jewel within the heart of the lotus.” 
 
Rev. Donna Swindells of Hathor, Lady of the West Iseum, Virgina, USA has 
completed the training of Tamara H. Baughman as an Adept. The name of 
Tamara’s new iseum is Bast - Lady of the East. Her iseum teachings will focus 
on the goddess Bast and the worship of Bast. Tamara will be covering basics 
from ground, center and shielding plus meditation and what is magick. Bast 
mythology from pre kingdom to late kingdom will also be covered. Tamara will 
concentrate on Bast’s protective abilities, so protection magic in many forms will 
be offered in the coursework. Bast Festivals and Her stories through the ages will 
also be covered. Five FOI Dramas will be included from Dea, to be spaced out at 
3 month intervals except Flamme Vesta which will be done close to the end of 
training, depending on the individual person. Course work will be flexible so 
Tamara can adjust it to each person as needed. 
 
Iseum of The Lotus and The Rose, Bologna, Italy and Lyceum Campense, 
Rome, Italy: With great joy we announce the happy conclusion of the first Italian 
group course - in a "only online presence on Skype" version - addressed to those 
who wished to found an Iseum in Italy. Aset (Iseum il Loto e la Rosa) and I 
(Lyceum Campense) joined our students in an intense and challenging one-year 
course, which included all the main essential aspects of Iseum activities 
(knowledge of FOI Liturgy, pathworking, Elemental work and insights, seasonal 
rites, healing, divination, etc.). This intense course, essentially based on the 
material that I received in 2001 from Jocelyn Almond, was a great success: 
Seven new Iseums were founded in Italy and the message of the Great Goddess 
was expressed through many beautiful different visions. Thanks again to the 
F.O.I. for this magnificent experience! Aset and Maria 
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Lyceums: College of Isis 
 
Amy Auset Rohn of Iseum of the Divine Isis Within writes: A summer of 
Hathor is coming which means you'll be able to learn, explore and connect with 
the many different aspects of the Goddess Hathor. She's more than a fertility 
goddess; more than a goddess of drunkenness; more than a healing goddess ... 
and we'll explore her stories, texts, hymns and more for insight into the aspects 
that support and guide YOU in your every day life. Join my email list to be the 
first to know and in the meantime, enjoy a little video explaining who she is in 
relation to Sekhmet.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LQWKwWnyoQA 
 
Caroline Wise, Isis of the Thames Lyceum, London, UK: 27 May: Is it really 8 
years since Laura died? This appeared in my news feed today. "Just spoken to 
Olivia Robertson and she wishes to share this with our friends who are 
Fellowship of Isis members: From Olivia Robertson:  
 
“We have lost one of our great Priestesses, The Rt. Rev. Laura Janesdaughter. 
She had the gift of total integrity. She brought the goddess into her life and her 
work, and the lives of others. She brought Isis to Los Angeles. The rituals she led 
on the beach with Isis Pelagia were well known as were the meetings she led for 
the community. Laura Janesdaughter was no snob, she could mix with 
everybody. She stood up to injustice whenever she saw it with moral courage. 
She was a great friend. The Priestesses she taught are brilliant, and they could 
rely on her for truth and moral courage. I am sure that she will be happy to 
continue her work and help us in the Spirit World." 
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Olivia wrote to Linda (Iles): “It is with sadness I heard of Laura's illness and 
passing. But I know she has entered a greater sphere of being where she meets 
her cats and loved ones. Laura rescued many cats. She cared for lots of them! 
Your consecration ceremony was especially good for the occasion. Love to all, 
Olivia. P.S. I gave my tribute to Caroline Wise who rang up. I'm sure Laura is with 
us still. We agreed on lots of things! She had strength, spirit and integrity, as 
does my friend Caroline." 
 

 
 
Received from Mana Youngbear of The Isian Society For Integrated Studies 
Lyceum: We have begun ArchDruid/ess and Grand Dame/Knight Commander 
training. (Next session will start in January). Our group of talented clergy 
performed the “Rite of Rebirth” with all appropriate symbols, articles of worship, 
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and costumes. This Zoom attunement was beautiful. We have some outstanding 
candidates who are working very hard and I'm extremely grateful to both Linda 
Iles and Jeffrey Iles for all their support. Look for further adventures as we “ride 
the dragon”, traveling the Rainbow path of The Star of Life, better known as the 
Star of Ishtar. (Note: The Isian Society for Integrated Studies was designated a 
“Sister Centre” of the FOI Foundation Centre, as chartered by the FOI co-
founders Olivia Robertson and Lawrence Durdin-Robertson for the late Loreon 
Vigne, founder of the Temple of Isis in Geyserville, California. Mana Youngbear 
who is consecrated as Archdruidess in the Druid Clan of Dana and Grand Dame 
Commander in the Noble Order of Tara, heads the classes. Mana is assisted by 
Linda Iles, who is also an Archdruidess and Grand Dame Commander.) 
 
Sarah Rooke of Lyceum of Isis and Sekhmet of the Stars, Portsmouth, UK: I 
am happy to report that Rev. Heather Elston of the Iseum (now Lyceum) of Clan 
of the Blue Hawk in Portsmouth, Hants has now gained her 5th magi degree of 
the Isis Wedding Rite in the College of Isis, Fellowship of Isis. 
 
I am delighted and pleased to report for Isian News, that after gaining her 5th 
magi degree (at long last!), the Rev. Heather Elston was consecrated at 
Stonehenge as a Priestess Hierophant in the Fellowship of Isis for the Summer 
Solstice. Her Iseum of Clan of the Blue Hawk, now becomes a Lyceum. 
 
Received from Priestess Hierophant Karin Rainbird of Lyceum of Isis and 
Arianrhod: Claire Pingle has been ordained as a priestess in the Fellowship of 
Isis, she has founded the Iseum of Mary Magdalene, Hekate and Isis in Cardiff. 
Wojciech Mazur is now an Adept in the Fellowship of Isis. 
 
Linda Iles of Isis, Lotus of Alexandria Lyceum, San Diego, California: I am 
very pleased to announce that Marilu Chan has completed her studies in the 
Magi degree system of the College of Isis to become consecrated as a 
hierophant in the Fellowship of Isis. Marilu’s consecration will take place at Isis 
Oasis during Convocation. 
 
 
Solar Iseums of Alchemy: FOI Priest/esshood 
 
Aglaia Francesca, Palermo, Italy writes: I am happy to announce that today, 
during a ceremony with telepathic connection, Ally James Haughton was 
anointed Priest Alchemist. He also founded a Solar Iseum: The Well of Roses, 
dedicated to The Bride. Please congratulate him! 
 
Received from Ivana Modesto: It is with immense joy that I announce the 
Pharmakou Potnia Lyceum e Iseum in Palermo, Italy, celebrated the rite of 
consecration to the Solar Alchemist for the Rev. Atenodoro, who took the sacred 
name of Pandemo. The new Alchemist makes us proud, as well as extremely 
happy, since it will give the possibility to many other priests and priestesses to be 
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able to undertake in turn the path in Solar Alchemy. Thanks be to Isis and 
Aphrodite. Evoè! Evoè! Evoé! 
 
 

 
 

Pharmakou Potnia Lyceum e Iseum 
 
 
From Michael Starsheen of Solar Iseum of Universal Alchemy, Dunsmuir, 
California, USA: We conducted “Neptune: Melusina of the Dragon Power” from 
“Sphinx” along with Matthew Bearden as part of his Solar Alchemy work. Prior to 
this we also performed “Uranus: Coming Forth by Day” from “Sphinx” with 
Matthew Bearden by attunement as part of his Solar Alchemy training. 
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Priories: Noble Order of Tara 
 
Débora Barcelos (Niuriel Luphien Daphne) Prs. H, ArchDrs. and D.C. of Priory 
of the Fairies Path and the Grail, Brasília / Brazil: Greetings Aset Shemsu! I am 
pleased to report that Leonardo Niederauer, Rebecca Maciel and Talita Leal 
are the new Companions of this Priory. They became initiated as Companions by 
attunement, according to the FOI Liturgy and the NOT initiation system by “The 
Companion Entry Ritual: The Rite of Tara, Initiation into a NOT Priory.” This 
Summer Solstice Rebecca Maciel and Talita Leal have gained the degree of 
‘Initiation of the Pylons’, from “Melusina”, in the Noble Order of Tara. 
May Morgan Le Fay, Tutelary Goddess of this Priory, bless your initiatory 
journeys into the Mysteries of Avalon and the search of the inner Grail! 
 
Also received from Débora Barcelos: I am pleased to report that Rebecca 
Maciel and Talitha Leal have gained the degree of “Initiaton of the Pylons”, from 
“Melusina”, in the Noble Order of Tara. 
 
Linda Iles of Light of Tara Priory, San Diego, California, USA writes: I am very 
pleased to announce the consecration of Sarah Rooke as Grand Dame 
Commander in the Noble Order of Tara of the Fellowship of Isis. Sarah was 
certified by FOI co-founder Olivia Robertson as Grand Commander several years 
ago. However with the additions and modifications of structure in the training 
levels for the Noble Order of Tara, Sarah needed the additional consecration rite 
of Grand Dame Commander, not only for her work in environmental projects but 
also in her role as a teacher within the branches of training in the Fellowship of 
Isis. Sarah is founder and head of the Priory of Cerridwen of the Grail. Her 
consecration took place on June 25th by attunement at 10 am PST.  
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Sarah sent the following in her report of the ritual: “I held up my arms, lifting my 
wand aloft and invoked the Goddess Tara.  I had visons of the Hill of Tara in 
Ireland and the mystic Eastern goddess Tara.  During the Oracle of Tara, I could 
feel this warm buzzing like golden energy fill my body and course flow through 
me.  I felt the Divine Spark in myself.   As I am made up of atoms and molecules, 
so is everything else.  We are all part of the same and whole.  I am reminded of 
the words from the Mystery of the Spheres, the work is perfect!” 
 
 
Groves: Druid Clan of Dana 
 
Sarah Rooke of Grove of Cerridwen and the Grail, Portsmouth, UK has 
forwarded a report on behalf of the Rev. Hernán Cacciatore of the Grove of 
Arbor Sapientiae (Tree of Wisdom) in Buenos Aires in Argentina. Hernán is 
pleased to report that Osvaldo Ricardo Simieli has been consecrated as a 
Druid and Mariela Pedrozo as a Druidess in the Druid Clan of Dana, by 
undertaking the Rite of Dana. 
 
Our Ogham Cyber Grove founded by Mana Youngbear is a group that attends 
online classes. (Sorry! The class for this session is filled. There will be new 
openings in the fall when the next session starts). Michael Starsheen writes: We 
participated in an enactment “Summer. Ritual of the Sun” from Dea on June 20, 
along with the Our Ogham Cyber Grove on Zoom, hosted by Mana Youngbear, 
with other members of the class in attendance.  
 
Received from Thalia Brown: Midsummer Blessings from the Grove of the 
Avalon White Hart. On Midsummer's Eve we held our Grove Summer gathering. 
We had planned to be in the centre of the zodiac but at the last minute plans 
changed and we celebrated the “Summer. Ritual of the Sun” on the wings of the 
Phoenix in Glastonbury. We then held the rite of “Lasair Danann” for Fran 
Landbright and Maria Martinez who were initiated into the Grove as 
companions. They brought gifts of poetry and the beautiful, handwoven hazel 
heart and flower Mandala, Please welcome them to this group. It was a totally 
magical evening filled, with music, laughter and glistening light on Old 
Midsummer's Eve. 
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Altar and Mandala, Grove of Avalon White Hart 
 
 
Received from long time FOI member, Priestess, Hierophant and Archdruidess  
Eileen Lawrence of The Rose Grove in Ireland: a photo taken Summer Solstice 
1999. It shows Padraic to the left, Olivia Robertson in pink, Patricia Griffin in blue 
to the right, directly behind Patricia’s staff is Eileen.  
 

 
 

	  
_________________________________________ 
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Dulce Domun 
 

 
 

Rev. Caroline Moon-Cook Prs.H 
May 28,1946 - July 7, 2021 

Written by Deborah Brunn Nix Merwin 
 
It is with great sorrow that we announce the recent death of our FOI sister, 
Caroline Moon-Cook. After a long challenge with cancer she died peacefully at 
home surrounded by her beloved family and the singing voices of her FOI sister-
priestesses who were her deathbed doulas. She is survived by her husband Bill, 
daughter Amber, son Jeremy and fur-babies Joey and Star Dust. Caroline will be 
cremated and then given a private military funeral when it can be scheduled. Her 
local community Celebration of Life event will be held at her Mormon church on 
Friday, July 16, 2021. Doors open at 10am and the memorial service will begin 
promptly at 11am. All who knew and loved Caroline are welcome to attend this 
gathering. 
 
Caroline led a rich, full life as a daughter, sister, wife, mother, friend and military 
veteran. She contributed to our community as a compassionate healer offering 
nursing, massage, Reiki, sound (crystal bowls, tuning forks, drum, voice), and 
ritual. For several years she facilitated a local women’s full moon group called 
Maidenheap until she decided to put her time and energy towards completing her 
Doctorate of Metaphysics studies which she did. 
 
In 2006 she became a FOI member and an active participant in the Isis of Philae 
Lyceum. Caroline was an enthusiastic student of the FOI liturgy and became an 
Initiate in 2008. She was ordained as a Priestess of Isis, Yemaya and Brigit in 
2009. In dedicated pursuit of her spiritual growth and magickal studies Caroline 
was eventually consecrated as a Hierophant in 2010 which inspired her to 
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establish the Lyceum of the Crystal Moon. Over the next few years she was also 
consecrated as a FOI Adept and DCD Archdruidess.  
 
Two years ago Caroline’s doctors told her she had less than 6 months to live. No 
further treatments would be successful. She sadly but calmly accepted her fate 
and began making her pre-death plans which included arranging her own 
memorial service and setting up a team of sister-priestesses to minister to her 
when it was time (only her closest FOI sisters and family were to be with her 
during the last hours of her transition. Then after death the women would wash, 
anoint and shroud her body which would then be received by her Mormon sisters 
who would dress her in their traditional sacred white garments before cremation).  
 
In serious prep mode Caroline also began personally giving away all of her 
sacred stones, books, altars, jewelry and other miscellaneous items. When 
everything was set-up and given away she then proclaimed to her family and 
close friends that she was now ready to LIVE until she died! For almost 2 years 
Caroline and Bill took off to finish their bucket list which included 6 cruises, 
multiple road trips and many other wonderful, awe-inspiring adventures before 
eventually Caroline was ready to settle back home to spend her remaining weeks 
close to family and friends. 
 
All members of the FOI are aware that we are an eclectic group of individuals so 
it will not be a surprise to know that Caroline had once been a member of the 
Mormon church. She left it years ago when she heard the call of Isis but 
eventually felt inspired to return to her former spiritual community. When she did 
go back she told the church Elders that she was a Witch, Goddess Woman and 
Priestess. If they would accept her for who she was then she would rejoin the 
choir and other activities. Her church warmly welcomed her back without 
condition and now they have also agreed to honor Caroline’s request to include 
FOI priestesses in the memorial program so that we can sing two of her favorite 
songs. We are grateful to be allowed to do this and will be at the Mormon church 
in full regalia singing in a candle lit procession with sistrums and drum. Hail Isis! 
Receive our sister into your loving arms and surround her with your mighty Wings 
as she journeys from this world to the next. Caroline, we say your name so you 
may live! 

 
______________________________________________ 
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Aset Shemsu - The Retinue of Isis 

Aset t fem. det. sh-m-s- w "go, walk" det. plural sign 

Foundation Centre: Clonegal Castle, Enniscorthy, Eire 

 

MANIFESTO 

Growing numbers of people are rediscovering their love for the Goddess. At first, 
this love may seem to be no more than an inner feeling. But soon it develops; it 
becomes a longing to help the Goddess actively in the manifestation of Her 
divine plan. Thus, one hears such inquiries as, "How can I get initiated into the 
Mysteries of the Goddess? How can I experience a closer communion with her? 
Where are her nearest temples and devotees? How can I join the priesthood of 
the Goddess?", and many other such questions. 

The Fellowship of Isis has been founded to answer these needs. Membership 
provides means of promoting a closer communion between the Goddess and 
each member, both singly and as part of a larger group. There are hundreds of 
Iseums and thousands of members all over the world, since the Fellowship was 
founded in 1976 by Lawrence, Pamela and Olivia Durdin-Robertson. Love, 
Beauty and Truth are expressed through a multi-religious, multi-cultural, multi-
racial Fellowship. The good in all faiths is honored. The Fellowship of Isis has no 
particular affiliations. 

The Fellowship is organized on a democratic basis. All members have equal 
privileges within it, whether as a single member or part of an Iseum or Lyceum. 
This manifesto applies also to the daughter societies: the College Of Isis, the 
Spiral of the Adepti, the Spiral of Alchemy, the Noble Order of Tara, and the 
Druid Clan of Dana. 

The Fellowship respects the freedom of conscience of each member. There are 
no vows required or commitments to secrecy. All Fellowship activities are 
optional and members are free to resign without question or rejoin at their own 
choice. Membership is free. 
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The Fellowship reverences all manifestations of Life. The God also is venerated. 
The Rites exclude any form of sacrifice, whether actual or symbolic. Nature is 
revered and conserved. The work of the Noble Order of Tara is for conservation 
of Nature. 

The Fellowship accepts religious toleration, and is not exclusivist. Members are 
free to maintain other religious allegiances. Membership is open to all of every 
religion, tradition and race. Children, listed as "Children of Isis", are welcomed, 
subject to parental consent. The "Animal Family of Isis” accepts members’ animal 
and bird friends through centres. 

The Fellowship believes in the promotion of Love, Beauty and Abundance. No 
encouragement is given to asceticism. The Fellowship seeks to develop 
friendliness, psychic gifts, happiness, and compassion for all life. The Druid Clan 
of Dana develops Nature's psychic gifts. 

The College of Isis has been revived after its suppression 1,500 years ago. Like 
Aset Shemsu, The FOI itself, it has always been alive in the Inner Planes. It is 
from these Inner Planes that its return has been inspired. Magi degrees may be 
conferred through Lyceums of the College. Correspondence courses are offered. 
There are no vows nor secrecy. 

Iseums are the very Hearths of the Goddess, or Goddess and God to Whom they 
are dedicated. These are listed, along with Lyceums in every Isian News. Tara 
Priories and Dana Groves are also listed regularly. All these centers and Isian 
News are for FOI members only. 

The Archpriesthood Union of the FOI Priesthood, together with the ArchDruid 
Union of the Druid Clan of Dana and the Grand Commander Union of the Noble 
Order of Tara (FOI Union Triad) are Guardians to inspire the ideals of the 
Fellowship of Isis. All members are equal, and are not subject to anyone. All work 
with the Goddess - or Goddess and God - of their own Faith. Every Being - 
human, animal, bird, tree - element - is an eternal offspring of the Divine Family 
of the Mother Goddess. 
 
 
Current Membership List of the FOI Foundation Union Triad 
 
Archdruid Union: 
 
Germany: Claudia Wehmeyer; Thomas Wehmeyer Ireland: Eileen Lawrence; 
David de Roeck Italy: Ossian d'Ambro UK: Celia Thomas; Jane Marshall; Jewels 
Solheim; John Merron; Christine Rhone USA: deTraci Regula; Michael 
Starsheen; Anniitra Ravenmoon; Kasey Conder; Arthur Freeheart; Carolina 
Amor-Boggs; Mana Youngbear; Linda Iles; Kiel Milner; Carole Linda Gonzalez; 
Vicki Margaritis; Denise Murray Allen; Kat Robb 
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Archpriesthood Union: 
 
Australia: Tina Georgitsis Brazil: Bruno Pythio; Claudiney Prieto Germany: 
Claudia Wehmeyer; Thomas Wehmeyer Indonesia: Johannes Nugroho Onggo 
Sanusi Ireland: Maire Doyle; David de Roeck, Baya Salmon-Hawk Italy: Aglaia 
Francesca UK: Sheila Broun; Christine Rhone; Celia Thomas; Jewels Solheim; 
John Merron USA: Demetria Nanos; Linda Iles; Kasey Conder; Arthur Freeheart; 
Maury White-Hereford; Carolina A. Amor; Anniitra Ravenmoon; Michael A. 
Starsheen; Normandi Ellis; deTraci Regula; Daniel Campbell; Cathryn Anne 
Rogers; Lady Isis Cerridwen. 
 
Grand Commander Union: 
 
Brazil: Bruno Pythio Germany: Claudia Wehmeyer; Thomas Wehmeyer 
Germany & USA: Dietlinde Brueckner; Ron Cwetna Ireland: David de Roeck; 
Maire Doyle; Italy: Aglaia Francesca UK: Sheila Broun; Christine Rhone; John 
Merron  USA: Kasey Conder; Anniitra Ravenmoon; deTraci Regula; Michael A. 
Starsheen; Linda Iles; Lori Beth Williams; Helen Bourne-Schmid; Carla D. Jones-
Alt; Mana Youngbear; Arisa Victor; Don Lewis; Melissa Anderson 
 

Sister Websites of Fellowship of Isis Central 
(www.fellowshipofisiscentral.com)	  

	  
FOI Germany   https://www.fellowshipofisis.eu/ 
Fellowship of Isis Utah  http://www.isisofutah.org/ 
Circulo de Isis   https://circulodeisis.wordpress.com/ 
FOI Chicago    http://www.foichicago.com/ 
Temple of Isis   http://www.isisoasis.us/ 
Aset Shemsu Italia 
   https://sites.google.com/view/asetshemsu/home-manifesto 
Irmandade de Isis Brasil  http://irmandadedeisis.blogspot.com.br/ 
Berengaria Order of Druids https://www.stormwatchdruid.uk/berengaria/ 
Circle Sanctuary       https://www.circlesanctuary.org/ 
The Correllian Tradition      http://www.correllian.com/ 
	  
Official Fellowship of Isis Groups On Facebook: 
 
(*) Fellowship of Isis Central Site and News: 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/361723650498/ 
 
(*) Druid Clan of Dana – Fellowship of Isis – An Clann Draoidheachta Danann 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/315380318522084/ 
 
Fellowship of Isis Listening Circle 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/832069066831545/ 
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Fellowship of Isis Order of the Shining Helmet of Athena 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/500964463404247/ 
 
Fellowship of Isis Crones, Sages and Elders 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/238772979792380/ 
 
(*) Circulo de Isis 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/107041605992128/ 
 
Irmandade de Isis Brasil 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/297719357014030/ 
 
Casa di Aset – FOI Italia 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/365169971033999/ 
 
(*) Chartered as official online FOI centers by FOI Co-Founder Olivia Robertson 
 
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  


